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1, 2 Peter; Jude Sermon Series 
To Be Used: Session 8: When Ridiculed  

Potential Sermon Title: “How to Suffer Well” 
Passage: 1 Peter 4:12-19  

 
 

Connection to 1 Peter 4:12-19 
 

Peter continued his focus on suffering and provided more rationale for what believers can expect. 

The example of Christ is Peter’s main source, and inasmuch as believers seek to be like Christ, 

suffering will be a consistent experience. But suffering leads to something greater: joy. 

 

Introduction/Opening 
 

Great athletes have a single-minded focus. That focus impacts their schedules, eating habits, and 

sleep patterns. On a daily basis, they train and discipline themselves so they can excel in their 

sport. Peter called on believers to have the same type of single-minded focus when it comes to 

suffering.  

 

Outline 
 

I. Don’t Be Surprised by Suffering (1 Pet. 4:12) 

a. The “fiery ordeal” is coming, Peter declared. Don’t be surprised, “as if something 

unusual were happening to you.” This concept seems foreign to the ears of 

comfortable American Christians, but not so for believers around the world in 

hard places. Suffering is not unusual to them, and we who live in a different 

context should take this to heart. 

b. Suffering is designed “to test you.” For what purpose? Remember that in chapter 

1 Peter said we face various trials to prove the genuineness of our faith, which is 

more precious than gold and leads to salvation (1:6-9). So don’t be surprised 

when suffering comes to test the genuineness of your faith. 

 

II. Rejoice in Suffering (1 Pet. 4:13-15) 

a. Given the reality and expectation of suffering, Peter reminded his readers that joy 

should be its fruit. Why? Because we “share in the sufferings of the Messiah” (v. 

13) in order that we might also share in His joy! 

b. Once again, Peter declared that suffering is a blessing (v. 14) and that God’s Spirit 

rests on us with glory as we suffer for the sake of Christ. Church history is filled 

with examples of persecuted Christians rejoicing and boasting in their sufferings 

as a humbling honor for following Christ. (Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, for example, 

includes many accounts.) 

 

III. Entrust Yourself to God in Suffering (1 Pet. 4:16-19) 

a. Suffering, it seems, is a way to purify the church. Peter noted that “the time has 

come for judgment to begin with God’s household” (v. 17), and suffering is part 

of the gracious means by which God proves the genuineness of His people. It will 

be worse, however, for those who “disobey the gospel of God” (v. 17). 
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b. Our confidence in God stems from our hope in Christ and His death-defeating 

resurrection. As Jesus endured suffering and entrusted Himself to His Father, we 

follow in Jesus’ steps in this way. That’s why we entrust ourselves to God in 

suffering—for the joy set before us and the glory yet to be revealed to us. 

  

Conclusion 
 

The phrase “Johnny One Note” comes from a show tune in the 1937 musical Babes in Arms. The 

lyrics reveal that Johnny could only sing one note, but he could sing that one note exceptionally 

well. I’m reminded of this song when I read 1 Peter. At first glance, it seems that Peter sings only 

one note in his epistle—suffering. However, closer study reveals that Peter’s song resonates with 

a note of joy too, creating a message that is complex, rich, haunting, and a fitting echo of the 

words of Jesus.  
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